
got used to living
isn’t used to living
gets used to live
used to live

 

 
 
 
 

PRUEBA DE LENGUA INGLESA

1) Banks ________ until Monday morning at 8 am.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

2) How long ________ a professional football player? ________ 
2004.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

3) ________ in the bathroom? Yes, ________
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

4) Lorraine ________ at that hotel if you ________ it to her.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

5) It took her a long time to recover ________ her last abdominal 
surgery.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

6) Those pickles are________ crackers but crackers are________.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

7) Let me give you ________. Please, don’t believe ________ single 
word he says.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d)

8) I'm afraid Liam’s never ________ in this place. He doesn't like it.    
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

9) I don't think ________ a better place to work than this company.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

10) Sam told me “I’ll sleep on your sofa until I get my new bed next 
week”. Sam told me ________.
        a) 
        b) 
        
        c) 
        
        d) 

doesn´t open 
don´t open
doesn´t opened 
don´t opened

you have been / For
have you being / Since
have you been / Since
you have been / Since

Is there any shampoo / there is
Is there many shampoo / there isn´t
Are there many shampoo / there are
Is there any shampoo / they is

had stay /would have recommended
would stayed / had recommend
would have stay / had recommend
wouldn’t have stayed / hadn’t recommended

of
from
about 
to

saltier / spicier
most salty than / spicier
saltier than / spicier
saltier that / more spicy

a piece advice / any 
some advice / a
an advice / many 
some advices / any 

there could to be 
there not could to being
there could been 
there could be

he sleeped on my sofa until he get his new bed the week before.
he had slept on your sofa until he had got my new bed the 
following week.
he would sleep on my sofa until he got his new bed the week 
after.
he would sleep on your sofa until he got my new bed the following 
week.

didn´t they 
don´t they
hadn´t they
had they

11) They had a dreadful argument in the restaurant yesterday, 
________?
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

12) I have a friend ________ dog won a prize in a competition.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

13) I don’t know where my phone is. You ________ it in the car.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

14) My father ________ the army 40 years ago and he ________ a 
lieutenant since 2002.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

15) When I was a child I wanted to become________ but I eventually 
became________.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

16) My cousin was expelled from school ________ a fight with a 
classmate.     
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

17) Wow! ________!
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

18) The hospital is ________ the river, just ________ the park
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d)

19) The terrorist was caught ________.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

20) Patrick remembers ________ his grandparents in that small 
village when he was a child.
        a) 
        b) 
        c) 
        d) 

   

who  
----
which 
whose

can leaved 
may have leaved 
could have left 
must left 

joint / has been
joined / has been
will join / will be
joined / have been

vet / surgeon
vets / a surgeons
in vet / in surgeon
a vet / a surgeon

due to
because
owing
in order to

How a excellent food
What an excellent food
What excellent food
What an excellent foods

opposite / behind of
opposite of / behind
in front / behind
in front of / behind

at night Wednesday
on Wednesday night
in Wednesday at the night
on the Wednesday night 

visiting
to visit
to visiting
visit 
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